
LIGHTHOOF 
farm assessment and planning kit

Current Property Inventory

On this page, describe the current features of the farm.

Acreage _________________

Land Bodies of Water Soil Improvements

❏ Flat ❏ Wetlands ❏ Rocky ❏ Barns

❏ Sloped ❏ Stream/river ❏ Sandy ❏ Sheds

❏ Steeply sloped ❏ Pond/lake ❏ Silty ❏ Shelters

❏ Cleared ❏ Loamy ❏ Well 

❏ Forest ❏ Clay ❏ Water/sewer

❏ Open land ❏ Septic

Total stalls _____                 Total paddocks and turnouts _____              

Describe fencing __________________________________________________________________________

Is the farm meeting your needs right now? If not, list the problems you need to solve. ____________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 



For help, contact Lighthoof at info@lighthoof.com or 800-279-4716
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Current Property Map

Draw an approximate map of the property as it is now. Show bodies of water, buildings, and fencelines. 
Indicate each area’s use and elevation. Highlight muddy areas.



For help, contact Lighthoof at info@lighthoof.com or 800-279-4716
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Current Horse Information

Total number of horses now _____     

Breeds __________________________________________________________________________________

Activities ________________________________________________________________________________

Health concerns __________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________

Behavioral concerns _______________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________

Current lifestyle (time spent in stall, on grass, in paddock, etc) ______________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Preferred lifestyle (your ideal life for your horses) _________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Other horse notes _________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________
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Things to Consider When Planning Your Horse Farm

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if your farm could sustain grass everywhere, year-round? If it never became 
overgrazed? If hoof traffic didn’t turn everything to mud? You can dream all you like, do nothing, and spend 
another wet season slogging through mud and fighting bacteria in hooves and skin. Or instead you can face 
reality and plan your farm to truly meet your needs.

Lighthoof Your High Traffic Zones

Get rid of mud in your pathways, doorways, gateways, and other high traffic areas. This will make you and your 
horses much safer, drier, and happier in the winter and spring! You can even cut Lighthoof panels with scissors 
to install in narrow spaces.

Create a Sacrifice Area

A sacrifice area is a small enclosure, such as a corral, run, or paddock, that is your horse’s primary outdoor 
living quarters. It is called a sacrifice area because you are giving up the grazing use of that small portion of 
land for the benefit of the rest of your pastures. Confine your horses to sacrifice areas during the rainy season 
and when your pastures become overgrazed. It is also useful for separating or confining animals and for 
controlling the amount of grass your horse eats.

Lighthoof gives your sacrifice areas firm, mud-free, and dust-free footing year-round. You can Lighthoof the 
entire paddock to keep your horses out of mud all the time. Or, if you’re on a budget, you might choose to 
Lighthoof only the highest use areas, such as near gates and troughs or along fencelines. 

Make Sure Cleaning Is Easy

Regular removal of organic waste is essential to a mud-free paddock. It should be easy to remove manure and 
hay from any area where your horse spends time. Otherwise, the organic matter turns to mud! Think about 
how you’re going to access the waste you need to clean up—can you get a wheel barrow where you need to? 
Sometimes we install Lighthoof for our own convenience and safety, not just for our horses! 



For help, contact Lighthoof at info@lighthoof.com or 800-279-4716

Planned Property Uses for the Future

Use Acres Notes

❏ Horses

❏ Other Livestock

❏ Crops

❏ Forest

❏ Lawn and Garden

❏ Other

Horse Facilities
Horse Plans for the Future

Total number of horses _____     

Special needs or goals  _____________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________

Where the horses will spend dry days _________________________________________________________

Where the horses will spend wet days _________________________________________________________

Where the horses will spend dry nights ________________________________________________________

Where the horses will spend wet nights ________________________________________________________

Planned sacrifice areas _____________________________________________________________________

Planned protected pasture __________________________________________________________________

Lifestyle (time spent in stall, on grass, in paddock, etc) ____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Other horse notes _________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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For help, contact Lighthoof at info@lighthoof.com or 800-279-4716
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Planned Property Map

Draw an approximate map of the property as you want it to be. Show where you will install Lighthoof, add any 
new fencing, and indicate each area’s use.
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How Many Lighthoof Panels Do You Need?

Each Lighthoof panel expands to 6’x12’ covering 72 square feet of ground. Of course, your paddock 
dimensions probably won’t fit an exact number of whole panels. Fortunately, you can cut Lighthoof panels with 
a sharp pair of scissors to fit any space.

 
 
 
For example, suppose you have a 30’x30’ paddock. That’s 5 
panels wide by 2 ½ panels long. 

For this sample paddock you would buy 13 Lighthoof panels. 
You’d lay 12 full panels in the paddock as shown above. You’d 
then cut the last panel in half to fit the remaining space. You’d 
have 1 half-panel remaining, which you might use to make the 
paddock gate entrance or some other high-traffic area mud free.

 
An easy way to calculate the panels you need is to use graph paper. Each square in the graph paper 
represents a 6’x6’ area. One Lighthoof panel covers two squares. Draw your mud-free area on the graph paper 
and then use pencil to shade in where the Lighthoof panels will fit. Fill in as much of the paddock as possible 
with whole panels, making sure you try different angles. Then fill the rest of the space with partial panels.

The more whole panels you use, the simpler your installation will be and the fewer edges you have to worry 
about. If you find yourself filling in just a few inches of space, consider using treated landscaping lumber like a 
railroad tie to fill in the gap instead of a small section of Lighthoof. 

The more small sections of Lighthoof you use, the more important it is that you fasten the sections together 
with EnviroLocks. These industrial-strength fasteners come free with your Lighthoof panels. They ensure a 
safe, long-lasting, and uniform installation.

For help, contact Lighthoof at info@lighthoof.com or 800-279-4716


